Abstract-In accordance with current technological developments, such as the Internet of Things, Big Data, and 5G Technology that almost all of them are better in terms of infrastructure, faster in terms of bandwidth, and more technological savvy than previous technology. From all of these developments, there are positive and negative impacts. The positive impact certainly gives things that can help our daily lives even to do business. While the negative impact is the most feared thing in almost every country such as theft of intellectual property, financial fraud, damage of service network, etc. And that are all we know of cybercrime.
I. INTRODUCTION
All of the latest internet technology like 5th Generation, Big Data, and Internet of Things are developed to satisfy users either in speed, bandwidth, and intelligence. The internet has created unparalleled opportunities for entertainment, education, research, trade, and even the military. With the presence of these new technology, the network security expert and the white hat community also always develop security features to combat the black hat community [1] - [3] . If viewed from a good point, the Internet can be used as the window of our lives in satisfying curiosity and developing new things. However, currently the use of the internet has many negative effects or some network security experts call it acts of cybercrime. Cybercrime is an act of infringement and abuse of computer systems connected to the internet, which resulted in direct or indirect losses [4] . Interpol is the world's intelligence agencies that are committed to be the coordinating body on the detection and prevention of digital crime through INTERPOL Global Complex for Innovation (IGCI) which was established in Singapore since 2010 [4] . In the website, Interpol wrote that Cybercrime is the latest developments of criminal action, such as exploiting the network speed and misuse of internet network to carry out criminal acts that know no boundaries, either physical or virtual. Interpol has divided cybercrime into three major categories [4] : first, the attack to the computer (software / hardware) for example malicious software (malware), robot networks (botnet), and network intrusion. Secondly, financial crime such as online fraud, penetration of online financial services and phishing. The third is abuse such as exploitation, crimes against children.
OWASP is a non-profit organization focused on improving software security that helps in making decisions about risks of software security [5] . In their site, there may be some kind of attacks that are currently popular. However, the case study in this paper will be examining four types of attacks such as Remote Access Tool (RAT), a web-based Trojans, SQL injection, and brute force password attack. These attacks will be tested in a topology environment that has been made on Section IV.
The academic researchers and security experts are and will always be developing how to use the internet safely and comfortably in terms of both hardware and software [6] . This paper will discuss the use of open source software firewall that is more optimal in detecting some cyber threats by adding digital content and PCRE (Perl Compatible Regular Expressions). It is often called as NIDS (Network Intrusion Detection System) Optimization. More precisely, NIDS is a software/hardware made for detecting multiple attacks immediately and applied to the network. In his book, Ciampa wrote there are 4 types for monitoring/examining network which are anomaly-based monitoring, behavior-based monitoring, heuristic monitoring, and signature-based monitoring. This paper will be optimizing signature-based method to audit the network traffic.
II. RELATED WORKS
As already mentioned in his book (Chapter 1 & 7) Rash mentioned that Linux Operating System provides an iptables feature, and those iptables provide the basic functionality of IPS and IDS with Signature-Based method [6] . Tools that is used is psad. Each release of psad contains signature set that is always updated in every psad package archives. These signatures can be developed for everyone who wants them and updated in http://www.cipherdyne.org/psad/.
Ciampa also mentions in his book entitled Network Security Fundamentals, that firewalls are divided into two categories based on their performance [2] : passive and active. Supposing that someone wants to make a home safe is to install a lot of locks and plated gates. Such things are a passive way. We cannot always rely on the passive ways all the time. How about when we are resting. Applying an alarm is the appropriate part. The point is to combine passive with active firewalls (also called as Intrusion Detection System), it is expected to ward off the attacks whenever it occurred. There are several ways to create an active firewall (IDS), one of which is signature-based [7] - [9] .
The author's reason to use signature-based method because the development of the Internet, the development of Internet Security, as well as the scientific development of the attacker is directly proportional or always updated. Typical such as this is perfect for applying a signature, where each application definitely has a signature that is unique, and we can change or replace it according to our needs. By combining the signature-based features and open source firewall, will generate the most effective and inexpensive firewall optimization when applied on a campus or corporate.
III. FIREWALL AND SIGNATURE-BASED OVERVIEW

A. Firewall
Firewall, which are often called as packet filters (Open Source Based), is a hardware or software that is designed to prevent malicious packet to enter or exit the computer [6] . In the implementation, firewall is divided into two types: Host-Based and Network-Based. Host-based firewall is implemented on hosts connected to the network, such as anti-virus or a built-in firewall of an Operating System, while network-based firewall is implemented at the network level, which is close to routers or servers, e.g. Mikrotik Firewall. This paper is focused on network-based open source firewall which is Snort added with content features and PCRE [10] . The picture below is an example of the application of network-based firewall.
B. NIDS
NIDS is one of the types of IDS. Similar to those described regarding the firewall, IDS has two types of implementation which are in the host and in the network [7] - [9] . Before discussing it much deeper, the difference between a firewall and IDS will be explained using analogy. In our lives, for example in our home, a firewall is like a door with a key in it. While IDS is an alarm bells that will give alerts to the owner if there is anything that violates the rule that has been made. Of course, implementing both of them will be better (as shown in Fig. 1 ). Here is a picture of the implementation of firewalls and IDS [8] .
C. Signature-Based
The creator of Snort, Marty Roesch, took tcpdump ability to take the package, and added the ability to analyze the packets against a set of signature attacks. This signature typically contains important bits and pieces of an attack that IDS should look for incoming network packages and classified as "bad traffic". The downside of signature detection is that it only knows to look for attacks based on the list made by the network administrator. Based on major component owned by Snort, a signature is at the preprocessor, whereas Rule Option (which will use the content and PCRE) are on the Detection part. 
D. Rule Option
Snort has better features, because the program is not just an alarm for the attacker. In the designer did not want the simple "signature scanner". Snort create a "developer sets" for the network system security that can be modified to suit the wishes and the environment. Snort is a software based on "rule-based" engine. One of the best features of snort is Rule Option, where the rule can be made more optimal and right on target when a well-known target is needed. Based on Fig. 2 above, the position of Rule Option is in Detection Engine [7] - [9] . Then to detect data with dynamic nature, several choices of rule can be used such as rule content, IP options, TCP options, metadata options, and PCRE. This study focuses on the choice of content and PCRE [7] , [11] , [12] .
IV. RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM
A. Recommendation Rules System
Based on the explanations that were outlined in Section III, the following is the contribution made to snort Intrusion Detection System (as shown in Fig. 3) . By using the Rule that contains Content and PCRE on Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) which built upon the comparison of bit / strings that exist in the data packets attacks carried out repeatedly, it is expected to detect some kind of attack (attacker) on untrusted networks which are attacks that uses SQL Injection, RAT, and Trojan Downloader. For each scenario, more details can be seen on subsection C in this section. 
B. Network Topology
The modeling of network topology below is the design of signature-based analysis and implementation on Lan Network and DMZ Using content and PCRE. There are two clients on the trusted network, one client on untrusted network, and one attacker (who will test the rule system) used in this study as shown in Fig. 4 . Firewall that is used is iptables on the Ubuntu Operating System. Here is the configuration of the network address that will be used. 
C. Scenario System
On this research, service test will be conducted on DMZ server and client on trusted network also the attacker on untrusted network, trough 3 attack scenarios with the types of attacks as follow:
1) Attacks using Trojan horse or remote access tool (RAT)
There are 5 types of Trojan horse that will be used in this research. Trojan are often used by attackers in virtual world for attacking and stealing the target's data. For examples Xtream RAT, and Cybergate RAT.
2) Attacks using Trojan downloader (web-based Trojan)
Trojan downloader is often used by attacker as the backdoor application for maintaining access to the attacked resources. This application also used for running other dangerous applications without the victim's knowledge. This research will analyze 2 types of Trojan downloader that often used by attackers.
3) SQL injection attacks against websites with MySQL database
SQL injection is a common attack to overwrite a website. This happens because of the lack of validation of input entered by the user. In this research, a SQL injection rule is modified and added so that the detection becomes more accurate.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
A. Testing the Rules 1) Attack scenario using Trojan horse
Trojan horse is application used to control a computer without the knowledge of the owner. After the computer was controlled, the attacker can freely explore the computer. For examples, to modify files, retrieve critical data, etc. Here are some analysis of Trojan horse.
a) Xtream remote administration tools (RAT)
Steps that are taken to analyze this Trojan until it resulted rules that will be implemented in IDP system are below: 1) A Do some attack simulation using Xtream RAT 2) Analyze the attack traffic using wireshark. Traffic analysis is aimed to look for the types of the Trojan, for example looking the data sent while the client is connected eith the Trojan server. The data that are fixed will be used as the standard. The analysis results are shown below in Fig. 5 : From data above, analysis can be determined by looking the data traffic between client and attacker, with requirements: 1) Traffic with red colour shown data traffic was sent from client to attacker. 2) Traffic with blue colour shown data traffic sent from attacker to client. The analysis was began by looking at the data sent by attacker's computer to client's computer.
From both samples, can be seen there are static data which are data in the form of hexa code 4b 67 48 65 28 and string (a H. Both of the string always present when the simulation are done repeatedly. Therefore, these strings can be used as signature. Examples of rule resulted from those string (Fig. 6): alert tcp any any -> any any (msg: "Xtream RAT connection is detected"; content:"|4b 67 48 65|(aH"; flow:established; pcre:"/\x4b\x67\x48\x65\x28/i"; classtype:Trojan-activity; sid:111111; rev:1;) Fig. 6 . Rule-1 Xtreme RAT connection.
After the rules are obtained, the last step was testing both of the rules on IDPS system. From figure below, can be seen that rules that have been made are capable to detect Trojan xtream RAT. The results are shown below Fig. 7 : 
b) Cybergate remote administration tools (RAT)
Steps of analysis that would generate rule are as follow: 1) Do some simulation using Trojan Cybergate. 2) Analyze attack traffic using wireshark.
Here are examples of rules generated during simulation, shown below in Fig. 8 : The actual code can be seen on the left side of the above data, the characters in the form of Hexa code. Therefore, the writting of the rule does not use data in the form of ASCII strings, but using Hexa code. From those data, the hexa codes that are static and can be used as a signature is a4 cc 24 7a 92 24 53 af 59 40 59 10 40 b8 3d 8b (as shown in Fig. 9 ). Rule generated from the signature is: alert tcp any any -> any any (msg: " TROJAN CYBERGATE connection is detected"; content:"|a4 cc 24 7a 92 24 53 af 59 40 3d 59 10 40 b8 8b|"; flow:established; classtype:Trojan-activity; sid:111113; rev:1; ) Fig. 9 . Rule-1 cybergate RAT connection.
3) The last step, testing rule that has been made on IDPS system, from the figure below can be seen that the rule can detect Trojan cybergate, the result as follow Fig. 10 : 
2) Attack scenario using Trojan downloader (web based Trojan)
Trojan downloader is Trojan that uses website as intermediator. The infected computer will connect to a website that has been determined by the attacker. Computer that has been infected will be a zombie that controlled by attacker.
a) Trojan Gbot loader
Analysis of Trojan Gbot loader until IDPS system rule is generated, shown below: 1) Do attack simulation using Gbot Loader. 2) Take data traffic samples using wireshark.
Below (Fig. 11) Data above show connection after client's computer, which is infected with Trojan, connected to the server. Attacker cannot modify the traffic when Trojan has been connected. Attacker can only determine address of URL that will be  Gbot uses user-agent opera 9.80(User-Agent: Opera/9.80) which is a component of http_header.
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Example of syntax rule is content:"User|2d|Agent|3a| Opera/9.80"; http_header  Value of Id and traff always change.  This attack classification on IDPS is Trojan-activity. Example of resulted rule is shown in Fig. 12: alert tcp any any -> any any (msg: "trojan gbot loader is detected"; uricontent:"getcmd.php?id="; content:"User|2d|Agent|3a| Opera/9.80"; http_header; pcre:"/getcmd.php\?id\=\-\w+\x26traff\=.*/i";classtype:Troja n-activity; sid:1111122; rev:1; )  After the rule has been generated, those rule are implemented on IDPS system to test the accuracy of the rule. From the result below (Fig. 13) , can be seen rule that has been made can detect Trojan gbot loader. Here is the result of implementation of the rule: 
b) Trojan elit loader
Analyis of Trojan elit loader until rule of IDPS system is generated, shown below: 1) Do attack simulation using Elite Loader. 2) Sample data traffic using wireshark.
Here (Fig. 14) is example of result of data traffic from Elite Loader: The data above show the first connection established by Trojan to attacker's server. Parameter doit.php is uri parameter that is the first to b contacted by Trojan. Because it is the first connection, then the attacker can change the parameter. So, parameter doit.php is dynamic. 4) After the rule has been generated, the rule is implemented on IDPS system to test the accuracy of the rule. From the result below, can be seen the rule that has been made can detect Trojan elite loader. Here (Fig. 16) is the implementation result of the rule: 3) Skenario Serangan SQL Injection SQL injection is an attack that occurred on a website where the attacker input the SQL queries to the website so that those queries can be executed by database and show the result to attacker. SQL injection has the potential to read all content of datatbase, read the server configuration, etc.
Analysis of SQL injection until generating IDPS system rule are as follow: 1) Do simulation of SQL injection attack.
2) Take samples of data traffic using wireshark.
Here (Fig. 17) are samples of data traffic from dari SQL injection:
The data show that the attacker is trying to check whether the targeted website has SQL injection gap or no. After the gap has been found, attacker tried to input SQL syntax on the website to look for username and password from the database as shown by second data above. From the data above, can be obtained some static data including select, from. The sequence of those words shows the SQL injection signature.
3) Processes of generating rule are:
 All signature are inputted to PCRE format because the characters that exist before and after the words are dynamic.  Check the uppercase and lowercase charecters that are written on hexa code for each signature. These checking can be written as:  The word Select is written as (s|%73|%53)(e|%65|%45)(l|%6C|%4C)(e|%65|%45)(c| %63|%43)(t|%74|%45)  The word From is written as (f|%66|%46)(r|%72|%52)(o|%6F|%4F)(m|%6D|%4D) At the end of SQL injection attack, there is a closing character (--). These character also inputted into PCRE format. The resulted rule is shown in Fig. 18 alert tcp any any -> any any (msg: "sql injection select is detected"; flow: established; pcre:"/(s|%73|%53)(e|%65|%45)(l|%6C|%4C)(e|%65|%45)(c|% 63|%43)(t|%74|%45).*(f|%66|%46)(r|%72|%52)(o|%6F|%4F)( m|%6D|%4D).*(\-\-|\/\*|\#)/i"; sid: 2; rev: 1;) Fig. 18 . Rule SQL injection communication.
4) After the rule is resulted, it is implemented on IDPS
system to test its accuracy. From the result below, can be seen the rule that has been made can detect SQL injection attack. Here (Fig. 19) is example of the rule implementation: According to 5 testing that have been conducted, if it were counted based on sensitivity and specificity, it should be 100% (shown in Table I ). And it will be the opposite with conventional firewall that only based on IP and Port Number. According besic theory of Signature-Based, it is very suitable for obvious and known environment. And the result will definitely has high detection accuracy (probability of a positive test among packets with malware).
B. Analyisis of the Rules
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on test results of the scenarios that has been created, can be concluded that all rules has been made are capable of detecting Trojan Horse/RAT, Trojan Downloader attacks, and SQL injection. And the uses of rule content and PCRE (Perl Compatible Regular Expression) on NIDS rules are very effective in detecting types of attacks that have been mentioned. There are many other attacks that have not been tried based on OWASP such as Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF), Insecure Direct Object References, and etc. And can also be tried to be implemented in large network scale (with complex router) in order to obtain a more optimal detection time dan complexity situation.
